Solution Engineer
About VuNet
VuNet Systems(www.vunetsystems.com) has an award winning AI product to
vastly improve IT operations for the new age digital enterprise. Our core offering is a big data analytics and AI based software product, which brings together
and correlates real time information across applications, business transactions
and infrastructure. Our customers choose VuNet to improve their customer experience in the new digital world.
VuNet Systems is headquartered in Bangalore, India and is expanding globally.
Founded in 2014, by a group of innovators, VuNet Systems has solid funding
from top tier firms.
Job Description
Work with customers to understand their Business, application and IT landscape to design
and deliver solutions for unified visibility, monitoring and analytics.
Roles and Responsibilities
 Work across the entire landscape that spans across network, compute, storage, data
bases, applications and business domain
 Use the Big Data and AI driven features of vuSmartMaps to provide solutions that will
enable customers to improve the end user experience for their applications
 Create detailed designs, solutions and validate with internal engineering and customer
teams, establish a good network of relationships with customers and experts
 Understand the application architecture and transaction level work flow to identify touch
points and metrics to be monitored and analysed
 Analytics and analysis on data and provide insights and recommendations
 Constantly stay ahead in communicating with customers. Manage planning and execu
tion of platform implementation at customer sites.
 Work with the product team in developing new features, identifying solution gaps etc
 Interest and aptitude in learning new technologies  Big Data, no SQL databases, Elastic
Search, Mongo DB, devops
Skills and Experience
 At least 8+ years of experience in IT Infrastructure Management
 Experience in working with large scale IT infra, including applications, databases, net
work
 Experience in working with monitoring tools, automation tools
 Hands on experience on scripting
 Knowledge/Experience in the following technologies will be an added plus:

Elastic search, MongoDB, Big Data, SQL databases, ELK stack, REST APIs, web
services, JMX)

What We Offer ?
Along with a competitive salary, we offer a generous employee stock option plan and a fun
work atmosphere, with other talented, motivated and interesting co-workers. You will also
be working on cutting edge technologies, where you take ownership of end to end development. You will get ample opportunities to learn and grow your abilities and be part of a
very enriching journey.
How to Apply ?
If you are interested, e-mail us at jobs@vunetsystems.com, with your resume and an explanation of why you would be a good fit. But what we would also like to see is some code
you have written. We look forward to hearing from you.

